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ABSTRACT

A petrified Falm stem M 115 with roots attached
to has been described in detail. A comparison is
made with Palmoxylon sclerodermum Sahni, P.
sU1'angei Lakhanpal and P. kmeuselii Rao & Menon,
all with attached roots. The stern and root struc
ture vary in all these and i\I 115 cannot be definitely
referred to any of these species. The structure and
organization of the fibrovascular bundles and
ground tissue in M 115 however, is very similar to
those of a petrified palm petiole, Palmacaulon raoi
l\Ienon, also from Mohgaon Kalan area. Because
of its close resemblance with Palmocaulon "aoi,
M 115 is designated Palmoxylol1 raoi. It is not
unlikely that the two represent the petiole and the
stern of the same species of a fossil palm.

INTRODUCTION

THE specimen described in this paper,
M 115 is a fragmen t of petrified palm
wood collected from Mohgaon Kalan

.area of the· Deccan Intertrappean series.
MIlS is a small portion of a stem, dark
brown in colour, about 3 cm. long and 5·5
cm. broad, with a root zone attached to it
(PL. 1, FIG. 1). Transverse sections show
that the stem part is smaller than the root
part and is made up of cortical, dermal and
sub-dermal zones (PL. 1, FIG. 1) as in the
other palm woods. The central zone is not
preserved in this fossil stem. The root
region possesses smaller as well as medium
sized roots which are crowded together and
cut in different planes. There are no leaf
traces found in the specimen.

The detailed anatomical structures of
the wood are not clear as such, due to the
extreme silicification of the tissues. It
has, however, been possible to show up the
structures clearly by staining the sections
in aqueous safranin or gen tian violet. Saf
ranin proved most useful in this case. The
lignified tissues took up the stain very nicely.
The parenchyma parts of the roots are
slightly stained, so that it is very easy to
distinguish the tissues from each other.

ANATOMY OF THE ROOT

Cross-section of the wood show a root
region about 3·7 cm. broad, compactly
packed with 1 to 2 mm. thick roots usually
deformed and pressed in various forms by
crowding although some of them do retain
their circular form (PL. 1, FIG. 1).

Epidermis - The outer most layer is
not at all satisfactorily preserved.

Hypodermis - Below the epidermis can
be seen a composite layer which evidenty
is the hypodermis (TEXT-FIG. 1; PL. 1, FIG.
2). It consists of only two zones, the outler
one of two or three layers of thin-walled
parenchymatous cells without any cell con
tents and the inner one of two or three
layers of thick walled cells. According to
Mahabale and Udwadia (1960) the hypo
dermis consists of three zones, the outer
one filled with a dark substance the tannin,
the middle one with thin walled cells and
the inner one having thick lignified cells
with no cell contents. They point out
that Nypa fructicans is an exception to this,
in which the outer zone is parenchymatous
without any cell contents or tannin. The
hypodermis in the fossil described here is
two zoned and looks in transverse section
just like that of Nypa fruticans figured by
lVlahabale and Udwadia (1960).

Cortex - Below the hypodermis lies the
cortex having three parts, the outer, middle
and inner which can be very easily recog
nized (PL. 1, FIG. 2). The outer cortex
consists of one or two layers of thin walled
parenchymatous cells (TEXT-FIG. 2; PL. 1
FIG. 2). The lacunar middle cortex shows
spaces which are separated from each other
by irregular vertical diaphragms of short,
thin walled parenchymatous cells. The air
spaces are in a single radiating series sepa
rated from each other by thin, radially
extended diaphragm, as in many palms of
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